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T
he mobile phone is regarded by most now 
as a necessity. Without widespread and fast 
mobile communications, businesses suffer, 
consumers experience inconvenience and 

new sectors such as the internet of things (IoT) may 
fail to emerge. Many politicians see the delivery 
of ubiquitous high-speed mobile broadband as 
being critically important for their country and 
many consumers would agree with this. Yet in the 
last five years or so, coverage has not materially 
improved in many countries, not-spots remain and 
network capacity struggles to keep up with rapidly 
growing demand. Why is this? And will 5G help or 
hinder?

This article argues that over time the 
commercial imperatives of the mobile operators 
and other key players have become increasingly 
divorced from societal needs for connectivity. So 
while consumers are benefiting from ever-larger 
monthly data allowances at ever-falling prices, 
citizens are not getting full societal benefit. It may 
be time to consider rebalancing competition and 
investment.

The major part of this articles looks at the status 
and financial health of the various parts of the 
communications space, before turning to look at 
what might be done, given the financial reality, to 
deliver on societal objectives.

THE MOBILE SECTOR
Most of the value (measured by company 
valuation) in the mobile sector is in the mobile 
network operators (MNOs). There are typically 
three or four in each country with a large asset 
base of masts and network equipment and 
millions of subscribers. The number of subscribers 
is relatively static but demand for data growth 
continues at levels as high as 50% per year in some 
cases. However, MNOs have generally not been 
able to grow revenues on the basis of this data 
growth, and indeed many see revenue declining 
as competition drives down prices. Virtually all 
commentators expect revenues to decline, or at 
best to hold constant, despite the advent of 5G. 
New revenue streams such as industrial, IoT and 
automotive seem too speculative and generally too 
small to make any material change for the time 
being.

This leaves MNOs in the unenviable position 
of static or declining revenue while facing 
expenditure on 5G including spectrum licences 
and equipment. The outcome can only be falling 
profitability. In general, MNOs have under-
performed against equivalent companies in other 
sectors in the last decade and this seems set to 
continue. There might be two exceptions: 
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l The first would be if mergers were allowed. 
These would potentially lead to reduced costs 
through exploiting obvious duplications, and 
reduced competition which might allow for 
prices to rise. In most cases mergers are blocked 
by regulators, but there are some early signs that 
more may be allowed in the future, and at the 
time of writing there is currently a major merger 
awaiting approval in the US. 

l The second exception would be if an MNO 
pursued a different strategy – for example the 
equivalent of a low-cost airline – where it did 
not invest in 5G, reduced costs on existing 
infrastructure and gained a larger share of 
subscribers with a reduced cost offering. There 
is some evidence that mobile virtual network 
operators (MVNOs) that pursue this approach 
such as GiffGaff in the UK can do well in customer 
satisfaction surveys. However, MNOs to date have 
been highly resistant to following such a path.

Clearly, in these situations, MNOs will be 
disinclined to invest in coverage. In most cases 
there is little evidence that consumers make 
their buying decisions based on coverage – 
predominantly they are based on price for a 
given data package and handset. With large data 
bundles, providing more coverage generally does 
not deliver more revenue, just greater use of the 
data within the bundle. Regulators have sought 
to address this by adding coverage obligations of 
various sorts to spectrum licences. These help, but 
arguably are very inefficient, requiring three or 
four MNOs to all deploy loss-making base stations 
in the same area. They can only go so far before the 
MNOs decide not to purchase the licences and are 
rather a blunt tool, being difficult to target to the 
right geographical areas, to verify and to enforce.

Equipment and handsets
The major equipment manufacturers have also 
had a torrid time in the last decade. There are now 
three – Ericsson, Nokia and Huawei. There are also 
emerging challengers including Samsung and 
Cisco. The recent story has broadly been one of the 
growth of Huawei at the expense of all the others, 
resulting in Ericsson and Nokia undertaking waves 
of restructuring and downsizing. Share prices 
have fluctuated during this period, and there 
have been some times when good returns could 
have been made, but broadly sales have declined. 
Most hoped that 5G would revive this, but now 
generally accept that MNOs will not increase their 
capital expenditure much as they enter the 5G 
era, instead deploying slowly to remain within 
current expenditure windows. Of course, the key 
unknown here is whether Huawei will be curtailed 
by geo-political pressure. If so, Ericsson and Nokia, 
and perhaps Samsung and Cisco, might gain. 
Equally, they all currently sell into China and if 
this market is blocked for them then the net gains 

might be small. Overall, this looks like a market 
with little growth, with ongoing high research and 
development (R&D) costs and where the customers 
(the MNOs) are not vibrant. There may be some 
niche growth areas, for example in companies 
developing virtualised core networks, but these 
will tend to replace spending on larger players 
rather than generate a new market.

The handset market is also a difficult one. 
Growth appears to have stopped as consumers 
lengthen replacement cycles. Competition from 
low-cost manufacturers is intensifying. While there 
are some new ideas, such as foldable handsets, 
these do not seem likely to have a material impact 
in the next few years. Even the mighty Apple is 
finding the handset market more difficult.

The suppliers of components into the equipment 
and handset market are also generally seeing a 
move towards commoditisation, although there 
will always be some niche areas where good 
returns can be made. Qualcomm currently has 
a dominant role in the supply of chipsets for 
handsets and will likely be able to leverage this 
to make good returns, if not growth. Otherwise, 
it seems likely that there will be a gradual trend 
from hardware to software, much of which is open 
source (Android is a good example) or has open 
source elements within it, limiting the chance for 
revenue growth.

Tower companies
Tower companies are of much interest recently. 
There has been a trend for MNOs to sell their tower 
assets to specialised companies, or to increasingly 
buy new tower access from tower companies rather 
than seeking to build their own. This has resulted 

in the growth in tower 
companies. But this is 
just a shift in the way 
that the value chain 
is sliced and has more 
to do with financial 
engineering than real-
world growth. Tower 
companies might be able 
to exploit cost savings 

from sharing and from specialisation and this 
might allow MNOs to reduce their costs, but these 
are likely second-order effects. So while there may 
be growth in tower companies it is broadly a zero-
sum gain for the industry as a whole. Further, the 
number of new masts is falling, so the room for 
continued growth is limited.

New business models
There are some interesting areas. The availability 
of unlicensed spectrum suitable for mobile use 
in the US Citizens Broadband Radio Service 
(CBRS) initiative opens the door to potential new 
business models. This might allow, for example, 
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companies like Comcast to effectively enter the 
mobile network space. This would lead to growth 
for these companies, but at the expense of further 
downward pressure on mobile phone contract 
prices. On balance, at present, CBRS does not 
look likely to make a material difference to the 
sector, although there are good opportunities for 
some smaller players providing services such as 
databases.

Of course, the big growth story is in the over-the-
top (OTT) applications from Facebook to Google 
to Amazon to WhatsApp and many more. These 
are not part of the telecoms value chain so not 
discussed further here other than to note that 
attempts by the MNOs to gain some of the value in 
OTT applications for themselves have always failed 
in the past and seem likely to do so in the future.

So overall the picture is, at best, static. Arguably, 
this situation cannot persist indefinitely as 
investors seek other areas and companies weaken. 
Eventually something must give, most likely in the 
form of mergers being allowed and new models 
emerging for shared “neutral-host” networks. This 
could be disruptive to the industry, and in times of 
disruption there are opportunities as well as risks. 
But quite when this will happen and what will 
actually transpire is not clear.

THE INTERNET OF THINGS
Since Ericsson published their forecast in 2010 for 
50 billion connected devices by 2020, there has 
been a hope that the IoT would lead to substantial 
growth for the telecoms sector. Since 2010 growth 
has been deeply disappointing. The number of 
connected devices is nowhere near 50 billion – 
perhaps more like 5 billion depending on what is 
counted. The MNOs have seen very few additional 
connections and new entrants like Sigfox are 

struggling. The volume of chipsets sold for specialised IoT solutions 
such as LoRa (Long Range) appears too small to generate any 
significant sector growth.

Some still hope that this will change. The MNOs are now 
deploying narrowband internet of things (NB-IoT), a wireless 
technology better suited to IoT, and 5G has generated a renewed 
focus on looking for use cases, with many governments sponsoring 
a range of trials. All of this will help. But the fundamentals remain 
that each connected device sends such a small amount of data 
that MNOs will struggle to charge significant tariffs. As a guide, 
it is possible to buy an NB-IoT SIM card for E10 which is valid for 
10 years and has enough data allowance for most IoT devices for 
their lifetime. That equates to less than E0.1/month. The 50 billion 
devices forecast would equate to 10 per person with a cellphone. 
Even if the MNOs captured all of these, which is highly unlikely, 
that would be an increase in effective Average Revenue Per User 
(ARPU) of E1/month. Spread over 5-10 years that would not change 
the industry.

There may be applications which will use more data such as 
factories. But it seems likely that these will self-deploy their own 
solutions, benefiting the manufacturers of small-scale cellular and 
IoT systems but not the broader industry. Further, there may not 
be many of these systems – likely in the thousands rather than 
millions.  

There is value in IoT. It promises productivity savings across 
a wide range of industries and could be the basis for a change 
in the way we deliver healthcare, manage our cities and control 
our transportation. But this value cannot be extracted by the 
connectivity provider, in just the same manner that MNOs cannot 
extract the value in OTT mobile services. Instead, the value will 
likely be shared between “IoT integrators” and the end user. For 
example, a farmer might want a complete solution with sensors 
for their animals, a PC-based analytics package, a big-data system 
that recommends changes, an automated link to feed suppliers 
and more. Companies like John Deere might be better placed 
to provide this than MNOs who have little domain experience. 
These integrators will likely see substantial growth, but there will 
probably be a few for each industrial sector, and they may be 
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national rather than global. The net result will 
be thousands of companies that might see high 
percentage growth but relatively low absolute 
value increase. But this can only happen if the 
connectivity is available – and that is far from 
certain given the state of the mobile operators and 
the lack of spectrum set aside for others to deliver 
IoT connectivity.

FIXED TELECOMS
There are many parallels between fixed and 
mobile. Fixed has also seen massive growth in 
data usage, but also generally static revenues. 
As most contracts move to unlimited data, there 
is no room for revenue growth on the back of 
data growth. There is some upselling to higher 
broadband speeds, but as homes reach around 
20-50Mbits/s the uptake of higher rates is slow. 
There is also generally tight regulation around 
home connectivity, with price caps, interconnect 
requirements and more, that generally prevent 
significant growth in the sector.

Despite all of that, there has been massive 
investment in fibre. Predominantly this is in 
fibre-to-the-home (FTTH) networks. The rationale 
for the investment appears to be that the resource 
will have a multi-decade lifetime, that the need 
for it can only increase, and therefore that this 
represents a good bet for those interested in 
long-term infrastructure investment. Coupled to a 
climate where lower-risk investment opportunities 
are limited this has resulted in something of a 
“gold rush” in FTTH investment.

Logically, this is challenging. While there is a 
near-religious belief that FTTH is the necessary end 
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goal, there is less logic in this picking of a technological choice. At 
present, there is no evidence that consumer needs will rise beyond 
around 50Mbits/s per home, only a “build it and they will come” 
hope. Such hopes tend to end badly. Existing copper solutions can 
provide 50Mbits/s in many cases, and other solutions such as fixed 
wireless access (FWA) are being trialled that might also have a role. 
FTTH is getting ever more expensive as operators have to move 
to areas where homes are further apart and the interest in faster 
broadband is less. The previous fixed network build in the cable era 
did not go well, and there is a risk that the FTTH build will have 
parallels. However, while the gold rush continues there is money 
to be made selling spades, or in this case in delivering construction 
services.

OTHER AREAS
Another big area of value in telecommunications is broadcasting. 
However, most of the value now resides in the content and not the 
distribution. This is an increasing trend as IPTV grows through 
companies like Netflix and the increasing prevalence of smart TVs. 
It is hard to see any growth in the telecoms networks that deliver 
TV, other than data growth which we have already noted is not 
leading to revenue growth. The need for bespoke TV distribution 
networks in the form of terrestrial transmitters is likely to remain 
for decades, but at a static level.

Wi-Fi is an area that adds huge value for end users. However, 
there are few Wi-Fi network providers, most equipment is 
self-installed and owned. This means that the marketplace is 
predominantly one for equipment. Wi-Fi chipsets are tending to 
become commodities as are most routers. Volumes remain high 
but there is little obvious growth. One area of promise is managed 
deployments, especially for larger buildings or campuses, where 
companies like Cisco can deliver a good overall experience through 
central management of frequencies, log on and more. There may 
well be some growth here, although within a company the size of 
Cisco it may not make a noticeable difference to overall results.

PERCENTAGE OF INDIVIDUALS USING THE INTERNET, 
BY REGION AND DEVELOPMENT STATUS, 2019*

Note: * ITU estimate. Source: ITU – Measuring digital development, Facts and Figures 2019
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is part of our “critical national infrastructure”. However, it is 
imperfect, with poor mobile coverage in rural areas, in not-spots 
and often in trains and buildings, and with poor fixed broadband 
in some suburban and rural areas. In developing countries access 
may be especially limited. This situation has been little improved 
for many years.

The reasons for this are broadly two-fold:
1. Communications is regulated using competition which 

tends to deliver lower prices but not necessarily socially valuable 
outcomes.

2. The communications sector, for various reasons, is weak, 
with relatively poor profitability, and so often disinclined to invest 
unless there is a clear and low-risk return.

None of the likely industry developments change this. 5G is 
wrongly targeted, delivering higher speed connectivity where it is 
already adequate, and requiring substantial investment. Regulatory 
initiatives, while well meaning, will most likely just enable 
improved profitability, or if competition is intense, lower prices.

The primary change needed is to recognise that competition 
struggles to deliver societal benefits and that it is rarely appropriate 
for utilities. Competition has helped take us to where we are today, 
but has now run its course and different tools need to be used.

For example, single networks have already been suggested in 
rural areas, deployed by a third party, and delivering wholesale 
data to MNOs. This is clearly more sensible, and paves the way for 
a broader discussion as to whether the single network architecture 
should extend into other areas. Small cells in city centres are one 
obvious target, railways another. In the longer term we should ask 
whether one single national mobile network is a more sensible end 
goal rather than multiple overlapping resources. After all, mobile 
telephony is often the only utility where there are competing 
underlying networks. Allowing mergers would be one simple way to 
start to facilitate this process.

There are also easier steps that can be taken. For example, mobile 
spectrum should be shareable, such that new players can deploy 
in not-spots and indoors, and new models of shared networks can 
emerge. Rail franchises could include a requirement to deliver 
high-speed Wi-Fi on trains. Countries should obsess less about 
fibre penetration and more about the availability of suitably 
fast broadband. Making available dedicated spectrum for IoT 
networks could encourage the emergence of self-provided solutions 
delivering benefits to many industry verticals.

Continuing to do the same thing and hoping for a different 
outcome is not a sane way to address this increasing societal need.
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Satellite communications is also a growth area. 
Satellites remain critical for communications to 
planes, cruise ships, other ships and remote areas, 
and this need is growing. Satellite companies such 
as Inmarsat, Intelsat and Viasat are launching 
enhanced satellites to address this and will likely 
see some revenue growth. More speculative are 
the new low earth orbit (LEO) constellations with 
their proposals for thousands of satellites. SpaceX 
recently launched its first 60 satellites in its 
constellation and there are many others including 
Telesat, OneWeb, Kepler and LeoSat. It is hard to 
see a role for these in developed countries where 
coverage is already mostly adequate, and where 
most communications is indoors – a location 
satellites struggle to serve. Instead they may have 
a very worthy role to fulfil in the developing 
world, but whether this is one that will lead to 
substantial revenue, for example on the scale of a 
major MNO, is very unclear.

REGULATORY STRATEGY
The telecoms sector is heavily regulated. Fixed 
providers are regulated as monopolies while 
mobile providers are regulated through spectrum 
licences and myriad other ways. In most countries, 
regulators have a strong belief in competition, 
striving to preserve as many mobile operators as 
possible and looking for ways to inject competition 
into monopolistic markets such as requiring the 
unbundling of local loops. However, competition 
effectively trades off lower prices for consumers 
against a lower propensity to invest, especially in 
areas that are uneconomic or high risk - a point I 
will return to in the next section.

Mobile and fixed operators have many asks of 
regulators. These include:

l Lower prices for spectrum, through 
assignment approaches that do not lead to high 
auction bids or similar.

l “Barrier busting” to make deployments easier, 
especially in areas such as planning permission, 
access to sites, availability of fibre backhaul, ability 
to carry out civil works without permits, etc.

While delivering against these requests would 
be no bad thing, it seems highly likely that the 
MNOs will use the reduced costs to improve their 
profitability rather than materially changing 
their networks. This is because the lack of drivers 
to enhance coverage, explained above, remain 
unchanged, even if costs are lowered.

Current regulatory approaches, then, which 
have been broadly unchanged for decades, are not 
helping in a changed world.

A TIME FOR MORE RADICAL THOUGHTS
So, let us recap. Communications, especially 
broadband fixed and mobile connectivity, has 
become indispensable for modern societies. It 
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Competition has helped take us to where 
we are today, but has now run its course 
and different tools need to be used.


